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Brief Introduction 

Welded razor wire mesh is a multi-functional high security fencing. It is welded from high tensile razor 

barbed wire in patterns of diamonds or squares.

The razor wire mesh is flat as a canvas that can be rolled up easily for a convenient stock. Various 

types of sharp blades are provided at SKYHALL® Fence for the welded razor wire mesh to satisfy 

different projects’ needs.

With dense structure and sharp blades, welded razor wire meshes are impossible to climb or enter. It’s 

quite suitable for high security protection.
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HEIGHT WIDTH CORE WIRE DIAMETER RAZOR BLADE THICKNESS RAZOR TYPE

800

1200

1600

1800

2000

SURFACE TREATMENT

WELDED RAZOR WIRE MESH

PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED
PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )
SS316
SS304
SS410

1000-10000 2.0-2.5 0.3-0.6

BTO-10
BTO-12
BTO-22
BTO-30

Welded by high tensile razor barbed wires in forms of diamond or 

square, the razor wire mesh is characterized by the extremely sharp 

blades around the mesh openings which make it quite hard for intruders 

to scale.

We use sharp galvanized steel plate or stainless steel sheet as the blade 

and high tensile steel wire as the core wire. The mesh is welded firmly in 

a flat and uniform appearance. The beautiful but chilling mesh plays a 

good role in protection and intrusion prevention.

Made of high tensile steel core wire, the mesh is strong enough to fight 

against any bump. And the galvanized treatment to the mesh surface 

makes it resistant to rust and corrosion, enabling the welded razor wire 

meshes a longer use.

Various types of razors are available at SKYHALL® Fence for the welded 

razor wire mesh to be used in different projects. 

All colors are available here for the welded razor wire mesh, however, 

Silver is highly recommended as it is the classical color and very popular 

with our customers.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    
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CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.
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